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WHY Choose Us ?

Welcome To Your Guidance from Cocoon to Flight.
We are Thankful and Grateful You have taken this time to Explore the Why Come Transform
with Us ?
Preframe: If You think that because our Logo is a butterfly you have come to the place of "Om"
"Chant" and it will arrive... You have arrived at the wrong place. Now... There is Nothing Wrong
with Chanting, Praying, however our team goes beyond the "Law of Attraction" We are having
the Physical experience hence that would require a BOTH And... mentality of learning to work
with and Live in both Worlds if you will. To that end we work with people and businesses on
bridging the East with the West in a very grounded practical way to produce massive outcomes
of Awareness, and Abundance in all areas of One's Life and Business. Our team teaches from
Real life time experiences and outcomes.
You have arrived at the RIGHT place if:
***You are tired of repeating the same patterns over and over and getting the same results.
***You want to learn practical tools to use in everyday life that produce real time outcomes.
***You want a team that is constantly Learning, Playing and Growing each and everyday and is
alway updating their skills.
***You are looking for an Open minded team that works with YOU in a Collaborative, Sharing,
Co-Creative way.
***Looking to understand how taping into the Multi-Sensory world can enhance, expand your
awareness which greatly impacts your outcomes.
**You are willing to work with us and do the work. We can guide You and teach You and in the
end You have to be willing to want to do the work, we can't do it for You.
***If You are Looking for a Team with the Following Skills and the Mind set of continually
educating oneself.
Our Vast Diverse Toolbox Includes:
-Psychology, Philosophy, Theologies
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(we Respect all Theologies and Use what resonates with YOU…)
-System Implementations, Blueprinting
-Organization and Time Management
-Conscious Hiring and Policies
-Effective Communications and Negotiations- Creating Win-Wins
-Internet, Social Media, Networking, On-Line Reputation Management
-Platforms and Presentations
-Archetypes
-NLP-Neuro-Linguistic Repatterning
-Hypnotherapy
-Wellness
-Fitness
-Energy Modalities
-Feng Shui
-Resources and Education
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